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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The annual European Day of Persons with Disabilities Conference which was held in Brussels on the 7th
and 8th of December 2015 was a landmark event for a number of reasons including that it was the
largest yet in terms of attendance. Taking the theme of ‘Growing together in a barrier-free Europe’, the
event recognised and celebrated the achievements of young people with disabilities across the EU and
explored how remaining barriers to full inclusion could be removed.
Acknowledgement that children and young people with disabilities have a fundamental right to be full
participants in society on an equal basis with their fellow citizens and that their voices, input and direct
participation should be central to all efforts to achieve inclusion, was paramount throughout the two
days. Co-organised with the European Disability Forum, the conference is part of wider efforts by the
EU to promote mainstreaming disability issues in line with the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities (UN CRPD) to which the European Union is a party, and also the EU Disability Strategy
2010-2020.
The conference saw a diverse rotation of informative, passionate and thought-provoking presentations
by panellists, many of whom were children and young people describing their personal experiences
and their efforts as advocates and activists. Comments and questions from the conference floor and
discussions involving delegates and speakers were an integral part of activities. The event was attended
by a variety of individuals, families and organisations. Among these were NGO’s, youth organisations, EU
policy-makers and charities. There was also a broad array of both disabled and non-disabled people from
numerous countries. The event was live-streamed to an international audience
Highlights of the conference included young people speaking poignantly and candidly about their
personal stories of growing up with a disability in the EU and family members discussing the barriers to
full inclusion and participation that persist for young people. The role that families and communities can
play in promoting equality and inclusion for young people featured prominently.
Representatives from multiple organisations informed the conference of a host of efforts across the EU
to promote inclusion, self-determination and the independence of younger people as they mature. Best
practice was highlighted in areas such as inclusive education and life-long learning. Stimulating and
engaging exchanges about inclusive education took place throughout.
Many participants spoke of the significance of EU instruments aimed specifically at promoting active
participation of younger people with disabilities across society, such as the Youth Guarantee, Erasmus
and Youth on the Move. Among other issues raised were de-institutionalisation and eradicating violence
and discrimination. These were focal points in a number of presentations and during debates.
Practical suggestions for how to improve the future prospects of children and young people with disabilities
and ensure all achieve their full potential were made both by panellists and audience members.
A number of key themes and issues emerged during the conference. These are addressed throughout
this report.
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Key themes included:
• Ensuring that children and young people are at the forefront of shaping their own futures and the
institutions and policies that affect them.
• Prioritising the fundamental rights of all children and young people with disabilities.
• Understanding the challenges, and overcoming the barriers that stand in the way of young people’s
independence, equality and inclusion.
• Building on best practice in education and across society to stimulate progress.
• Inclusive education’s crucial function in helping reach the goal of equal and full participation.
• The vital importance of EU institutions, instruments and activities in promoting inclusion.
• The role of advocacy and activism in driving positive change and the active role of young people in
steering and shaping both.
• Tackling and eradicating discrimination, abuse, violence and bullying wherever they occur.
• The urgency of ending institutionalisation and guaranteeing first-rate community-based support.
• The role of families, local services, and wider communities in supporting and championing younger
people.
• Access to universal early intervention and appropriate support for children and families.
• The necessity for cooperation between EU Member States to generate opportunities in education
and employment as well as autonomy in other areas of life.
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DAY ONE:
OPENING SESSION
Introductory speeches by Michel Servoz, Director General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion,
Yannis Vardakastanis, president of the European Disability Forum & Rosangela Berman Bieler, chief,
Disability Section, Program Division, UNICEF
Setting the scene – Ensuring an inclusive future for children and young people with disabilities in
the EU:
“It is more than a conference today that we are having. It is a celebration, bringing together people who
are fighting for a better future. This year’s conference is going to be about children, adolescents and
young people. They are the future of Europe.” (Michel Servoz)
As the first speaker to address the conference on the opening morning, Mr Servoz set the tone for the
whole event when he highlighted a primary theme: that inclusive education is integral to reaching the
goal of equal and full participation for children and young people with disabilities in work and in society
across all EU Member States.
Progress has been made in many ways and in many places Mr Servoz told the audience, but much more
still needs to be done.
Mr Servoz said:
“From our own assessment in the Commission, a lot of progress still needs to be made in Member
States on inclusive education. We have a situation overall which is not good enough. And we need to
improve it. So, if we want to prepare the children of today to be active citizens in society tomorrow,
education is absolutely key.”
Pointing to significant initiatives within the EU aimed at young people such as Erasmus+ and the Youth
Guarantee, as well as lifelong learning programmes as “testimony” to the EU Disability Strategy working
in practice, Mr Servoz stressed the importance of everyone, including young people with disabilities,
participating in the upcoming public consultation on the Strategy. Referring to the UN Committee’s
examination earlier in the year of the EU’s implementation of the UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (UN CRPD) he said the process was “challenging and interesting” adding that
the Commission is and will be “in the process” of implementing the Committee’s recommendations.
Mr Servoz took time to emphasise that once it became law and was implemented, the European
Accessibility Act (EAA) adopted by the Commission just one week prior to the conference, would have a
major role to play in assuring fully accessible and inclusive education for children and young people with
disabilities. Participation in discussions about policies relating to persons with disabilities generally as
well as younger people, and how these policies would be shaped, was vital during the conference and in
the broader context he said.
Mr Servoz’s view that a concerted focus on children’s rights will be essential going forward was echoed
by the two other opening speakers. Mr Vardakastanis began by declaring the publication of the EAA as
a “very important” step before reminding the audience that “we have entered a new period” in terms
of rights following on from the “very intensive exercise” by the UN Committee on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities. He called it “a real test” not only for the Commission but also for the European disability
movement and for civil society as a whole.
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Mr Vardakstanis told the conference:
“The recommendations issued by the UN Committee give clear guidance to the EU on how to better
protect, promote and ensure the rights of persons with disabilities in the European Union. The first
recommendation issued by the committee that is very important for this conference, is on Article 7
where the EU is called to mainstream the perspective and the needs of children with disabilities in the
upcoming EU agenda on the rights of the child.”
A strong case was made by Mr Vardakstanis for the EU “to take action” in a number of areas that negatively
affect younger people with disabilities. He specifically called for moves to end the institutionalisation
of young people and for the EU to “prohibit discrimination” saying the first step would be the “swift
adoption” of the Equal Treatment Directive.
Mr Vardakstanis outlined a number of recommendations. Among these was that the EU guarantee access
to justice “for all children and young people with disabilities” and that its various institutions should
make all funding programs contingent on respecting “the obligation of fundamental rights”. He also
suggested that support funds be “used strictly” for the development of community-based alternatives
to institutionalisation.
Mr Vardakastanis added:
“The EU is to take all possible measures to prohibit involuntary detention and treatment. Including
forced sterilisation and abortion for all persons with disabilities. We are concerned that girls and boys
with disabilities are subject to violence, abuse and exploitation.”
Mr Vardakstanis also referred to the uniquely difficult circumstances of children caught up in the refugee
crisis in Europe and to the “tremendous” damage inflicted by austerity policies in a number of Member
States. He called upon the EU to take “strong measures” to ensure disability-related programmes were
excluded from budget cuts by Member States and warned that if not, a human rights crisis would result.
Finally, he proposed that the 2016 conference celebrating the Day of Persons with Disabilities be used
to mark the 10th anniversary of the UN CRPD.
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Bringing the commencement speeches to a close Ms Bermain Beiler rounded off with some insights
into the work of UNICEF and also offered a frank reminder that despite actions by the EU and others
to confront injustices and protect their rights, inequities and hardships persisted for many children and
young people with disabilities. Highlighting “shocking” statistics she spoke of how younger people with
disabilities are three to four times more likely to experience “physical and sexual violence and neglect”
and are 17 times more likely to live in an institution than peers without disabilities.
“Too many children and youth with disabilities are denied the opportunity to contribute,” Ms Bermain
Beiler said. “The numbers compel us to act urgently. A recognised right is not always an executed right.
Without action [and] results the rights of the convention and the commitments made in the EU Disability
Strategy amount to little more than words on a piece of paper.”
Ms Bermain Beiler hailed positive initiatives that made sure children and youth were supported to harness
their abilities, to contribute, and to participate fully but said it was crucial that people with disabilities,
including children, were listened to and directly involved in determining their own futures. To that end,
robust collection of data worldwide to better understand the issues and barriers was essential to making
sure all young people experience a truly inclusive life.
“If we are to deliver on our promise to leave no one behind, we must put the needs [of] children with
disabilities at the heart of every policy, program and funding decision.”

PANEL ONE – ‘GROWING UP WITH A DISABILITY IN THE EU
The members of this panel were: Emmanuelle Grange: Head of Disability and Inclusion Unit, DirectorateGeneral Employment, Social Affairs & Inclusion, European Commission & panel moderator; Ailsa and
Baxter Dick: nominated by the International Federation for Spina Bifida providing a family perspective;
Matteo Borzi: Self-advocate and youth representative who actively participated in the call for action at
The European Hearing; Kamil Goungor: European Voluntary Service volunteer and Erasmus representative;
On behalf of Ida Storm – August Baugsto: documentary filmmaker with Karianne Berge, documentary
film producer; Matthieu Chatelin: Master’s student on Human Rights at University College London and a
member of La Foundation Motrice; Ovidiu Tuduruta: Chair, EDF Youth Committee and former member of
the National Councils of Pupils of Romania
Ensuring the best support – The importance of families and early intervention:
When Ailsa Dick was pregnant with her son Baxter she was told a number of distressing things by
doctors including that he probably wouldn’t survive. She was even offered a termination at each hospital
appointment. Baxter, who is now four year’s old, has multiple and complex disabilities including Spina
Bifida Hydrocephalus and Scoliosis and has undergone numerous surgeries. However Ms Dick explained to
the conference that because he has received appropriate, customised support since birth in a mainstream
environment Baxter is thriving.
Attending a local nursery that made adjustments for him has helped ensure Baxter’s abilities are fostered
and developed, Ms Dick said. “The staff at the nursery has been great. They enjoy the challenge and
have been imaginative in overcoming any obstacles to make sure he can take part in a typical nursery
education. His sensory has improved. He already has good problem solving skills,” she added. “These
are good skills that make the quality of life better. I feel that one of the biggest benefits to him being
in mainstream is the true reflection of life for him. He is a sociable little boy and made many friends.”
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Having worried that Baxter, who was with her on the platform at the conference, might not receive the
support he required Ms Dick commented that her family’s experience illustrates how early intervention
and support can cultivate genuine inclusion.
Ms Dick said:
“When you have a child who has different needs than other children, you sometimes have to push a
little harder and shout louder to get the things they need. Here I was being offered something that we
had been told would never be possible.”
Ms Dick told delegates how the Scottish system for supporting children with disabilities and their families,
and in particular Aberdeen’s local government and the local schools, made a tangible difference to the
quality of Baxter’s early life experiences. She made a number of points that illustrated how Baxter and
the family were supported in a positive, tailored and constructive way.
Among the aspects Ms Dick highlighted were:
• Following a review of inclusion policies the adoption by her local government, Aberdeen City Council,
of a policy based on “presumption of mainstream” almost all disabled children have their needs met
at their local school. “In Scotland, there is a huge focus on making sure that we are getting it right
for every child.”
• A central element of the successful approach to inclusion stems from early intervention that
incorporates “multi-agency” working where parents, school staff, health professionals including
nurses, physiotherapists and speech and language specialists meet regularly to devise a
coordinated, flexible plan for each child.
• Involving and respecting families is pivotal to appropriate ongoing support.
• From nursery level upwards, schools can play a vital role in promoting inclusion.
“Baxter is good for mainstream and mainstream is good for Baxter.”
Another contribution to the first day of the conference with an emphasis on appropriate intervention,
autonomy and independence came in the form of a video courtesy of young self-advocate Stanislava
Boyanova. Stanislava, from the Cedar Foundation in Bulgaria via Inclusion Europe, could not attend the
event but her short video presentation relayed how with the right support, young people with disabilities
can reach their full potential.
Using on-screen text Stanislava described her life. “It was not easy to get where I am now,” she explained
alongside images of her playing with friends. While the film showed her working with teaching staff
Stanislava pointed out that she “had people by my side, teaching and supporting me.” The film was made
by the Cedar Foundation for the ‘Hear our Voices’ project promoting and encouraging the participation of
children with intellectual disabilities.
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Reflecting what many children and young people with disabilities spoke about throughout this year’s
conference Stanislava said:
“You need to support me rather than do things for me.”
Sixteen-year-old Matteo Borzi from Italy who has a visual impairment also spoke on the first day of the
conference and he too emphasised the vital role support in an educational setting can provide for young
people with disabilities. Mr Borzi, a language student, told delegates about how learning three languages
in a school where the approach is about enabling students whilst also enjoying numerous sports and
activities, makes sure he is on the path to real inclusion. There were a series of points he was keen to
make about inclusion for young people.
Mr Borzi felt non-disabled people should understand the following:
• Access to the right support in schools makes a difference. For example, in his own experience the
presence of a specialist teaching assistant helped.
• Before taking action in any environment the people and organisations responsible for designing
support should always make sure they know the specific needs of disabled young people first.
• It is important to communicate in a positive way with children and young people with disabilities
and encourage them to find their place in society.
“A disabled person must have the right to be able to have a job. To have a place to work, like everyone
else. Because of course, disabled people aren’t any different from everyone else.”
Personal perspectives – The importance of full inclusion and independent living for young people
in the EU:
Cementing the themes of self-determination and autonomy was panellist Kamil Gounger. The 27-yearold, a long-time advocate for inclusion and independent living, addressed many aspects of being a young
person with a disability, including the value of playing an active part in improving the status of all people
with disabilities across the EU.
As someone who holds a number of disability rights-related posts, including being a founding member
of ‘I-Living’, the country’s first organisation for independent living for people with disabilities, and who
specialises in communications, Kamil has already accumulated considerable experience as a campaigner.
In his presentation he drew on this to demonstrate which initiatives foster inclusion and independent
living.
Kamil told delegates:
“What is independent living? As Adolf Ratzka said: Having a same range of options and the same
degree of self-determination that people without a disability take for granted. For me, it is a human
right. It means you have the right to decide for your life, like everyone else. You choose where you want
to live, with whom you want to live, how you want to live.”
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Subjects that Kamil discussed included:
• The significance of advocacy work as a young person. From his own experience, this comprised
contributions he has been able to make to, for example, The European Network on Independent
Living (ENIL), a forum for all disabled people, Independent Living organisations and their nondisabled allies on the issues of Independent Living .
• The ways in which programmes that directly promote inclusion and independence for young people
make a difference. Referring to his time as a volunteer with the European Voluntary Service (EVS)
under the umbrella of Erasmus+ funded by the European Commission, he cited the benefits of
work experience, gaining skills and networking facilitated by the schemes, especially as a route to
employment.
• The reasons why travel and interacting with other young people in the process is crucial to
enhancing mutual understanding and independence.
“It is important for young people to experience a new country, learn about the culture, to meet people,
to see new places.” (Kamil Gounger)
Picking up on the theme of travel and freedom of movement as a method of encouraging inclusion for
younger people with disabilities was Matthieu Chatelin, a Masters’ degree student from France studying
human rights at University College, London. Matthieu, who has severe Cerebral Palsy, started off by
praising the EU as a mechanism for cooperation and shared citizenship. His presentation focused on
specific barriers and how to overcome them. He outlined a range of issues that “should be challenged
in order to ensure that a barrier free Europe could become a reality” for every person with a disability.
The difficulties Matthieu identified incorporated obstacles to freedom of movement that he suggested
could be addressed by better policy making and cooperation between Member States. Some countries
imposed complex conditions or accessing social security for example but there were solutions to such
problems, he stressed.
Matthieu said:
“I would like to share with you some solutions in order to ensure that for future generations this right
[to freedom of movement] which is supposed to be a fundamental right attached to your European
citizenship, could be exercised. Whether or not someone would have a disability.”
Matthieu made a number of suggestions that could reduce or eradicate some of the barriers to travel, free
movement as well as working and studying elsewhere. Among these was the possibility of transferring
exiting disability support entitlements from your home country, at least for the first five years, while
living in another EU member state.
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He also recommended that, should a young person come from a country with less generous support,
a “European System” that subsidised individuals “to ensure that you would not be put at a substantial
disadvantage, compared to your peers in the host country and face unjustifiable discrimination” would
greatly enhance freedom and autonomy. In terms of how this might be funded, Matthieu proposed an
additional air passenger duty “because I think it would be fair that those for whom it is easiest to move,
contribute at least a bit.”
“Together we can achieve everything and isolated we are doomed to failure.” (Matthieu Chatelin)
Chair of the EDF Committee on Youth and a longstanding advocate for disability rights Ovidiu Tuduruta
had much to say on the value of getting across the “youth perspective”. Dedicating this year’s conference
to children and young people was to be welcomed Ovidiu stressed before making a series of observations
that resonated with conference delegates.
First of all he reminded the audience of the purpose of the youth committee. He underlined its focus
on education and employment in particular “because those topics are the most, the biggest interest of
young persons with disabilities” and also that youth unemployment in the EU is “at a record high”. He also
called on youth delegates at the conference to feed back their thoughts and views to the committee. “We
need you closer to us in order to do it better.”
Among the points raised by Ovidiu were:
• That the specific needs and challenges of children and young people with disabilities are “not
sufficiently integrated in EU policies” and require greater attention.
• Without a transport infrastructure that accounts for students with disabilities accessing education,
for example at university level, many are disadvantaged compared to non-disabled peers.
• Education and access to mainstream options, is vitally important for young people to succeed and
to be fully included in society.
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“I’ll give you a kind of call to action. There is no more [time for] other generations to be sacrificed,
because we don’t have enough motivation.” (Ovidiu Tuduruta)
Ida Storm from Norway, who lives with mental health problems and has a diagnosis of Borderline
Personality Disorder, was unable to make the event in person to appear on the panel. However participants
were given the opportunity to hear from her via a short film about growing up with multiple psychosocial
difficulties. She wanted to share her story in the hope that it would help other young people confronted
with similar issues.
Representing Ida on the panel were the director and a producer of a documentary inspired by her personal
online video diaries, ‘Ida’s Diary’. In extracts from the film Ida spoke about the challenges in her life but
also her hopes, dreams and accomplishments. Having worked with her over a period of time director
August Baugsto and producer Karianne Berge were keen to convey what they had learned from the
process and what they believe needs to be done to improve the quality of young people’s lives.
Their comments included:
• Young people like Ida are “far from alone” but, partly because mental health difficulties can be
“invisible”, other people may not comprehend their struggles.
• Many children and young people end up struggling at school or leaving before their education is
complete.
• Early-onset of mental health problems is not uncommon and requires attention.
• Schools are often not equipped to offer young people dealing with mental health issues the support
and assistance they require. “We want better solutions for affected youths to complete education
and have work in the future,” the filmmakers concluded.
“We ask decision makers to stand against discrimination. The EU has a unique possibility to help its
member countries in achieving this by supporting the best practices.” (Karianne Berge)

OPEN DEBATE 1
Comments from the floor and panel responses:
Following a lively and engaging group of speakers for Panel One there were a range of comments and
questions from the floor. Members of the panel responded when required. The discussion centered on
two broad themes: improving support for young people with disabilities and their families, and rights,
activism and advocacy.
Improving support for young people with disabilities and families: Some delegates wanted to know
what young disabled people felt about the quality and nature of in-classroom support available to them.
Humberto Insolera, vice president of the European Union of the Deaf for example was interested to
hear what the situation was in Italy with support workers in schools. Another delegate commented that
it was important that mothers of children with disabilities are adequately supported, especially when
they are in contact with multiple institutions. She also stressed the importance of all young people with
disabilities being treated as “full citizens” and being supported accordingly.
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Other issues highlighted covered the impact of austerity cuts on the provision of inclusive services
in some countries. One delegate from Portugal called on European Commission to “pay attention to
what is happening” as cuts were having a widespread impact. Javier from Spain wanted to know more
about which Scottish policies were ensuring that, unlike in many places, families were supported in
their communities while Maria Nyman, the Director of Mental Health Europe wondered if during her
pregnancy Ms Dick had been offered specific mental health support. Another participant remarked that
many parents of children with disabilities are “very organised” and called on them to get involved in
actions to promote inclusive education.
Rights, activism and advocacy: Reflecting a theme that would feature throughout the two days of the
conference Erica, a delegate from Italy representing Autism Europe raised the issue of what rights and
inclusion for disabled young people meant in reality. What mattered was fighting for “specific services”
and for the money to fund them, she suggested. “I don’t think we should be looking at asking for our
rights,” she told the hall, “but actually what we should be focusing on is getting our rights. These are our
rights.” Zara Todd from Inclusion London wondered what advice panellists would give to other young
people with disabilities across Europe to “get involved” and campaign for their rights.
Rodolfo Cattani of the EDF reminded the conference of “the good news” that representation of people
with disabilities in national politics was improving using the example of the new minister for disability
affairs in Portugal. Mr Cattani also drew attention to Ovidiu’s Tuduruta statement that “there is no time
left” to be complacent about full inclusion and asked what might be done to help young people growing
up in societies that have seen unemployment and poverty worsen.
A final comment made by a participant from Portugal observed that many people were taking inspiration
from the younger generation of people with disabilities. There was much to be positive about she said,
including that “capable” young people were speaking out and seeking change.
Responses from the panel on improving support included:
Answering enquiries about the quality of support in classrooms Matteo Borzi said a key value of assistants
was the one-on-one provision and the help provided to fully understand and participate in lessons. In
relation to queries about the Scottish system Ms Dick told delegates that the drive toward mainstream
support for all children was positive in many ways, including that it was likely to cost less in the long
term. While in other parts of the UK it might be harder for families she said so far, her own family’s
experience in Scotland had been overwhelmingly positive.
Ovidiu Tuduruta made the point that austerity cuts were hindering progress adding that withdrawing
support for people with disabilities would cost more in the long run.
On the issue of what the European Commission is doing in response to cuts to some programmes
promoting inclusion in some Member States since the financial crisis, Ms Grange offered some insights.
She stated that while a “detailed answer” would not be possible there and then, she could highlight
the European Social Fund which has 20% of its budget allocated to social inclusion projects. “And now,
all projects financed by the European Social Fund have to respect a pre-condition related to the UN
Convention,” Ms Grange said.
A recent “structural reorganisation” within the Commission and within DG EMPL should help “make sure
that all of these policies are working more closely together,” Ms Grange added. “So we should be able to
better monitor how our policies are being implemented via the social fund.”
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Responses from the panel on rights, activism and advocacy included:
A number of young panellists were keen to reply to Ms Todd’s question on getting more involved. Kamil
Gounger emphasised the importance of being more active at a community level “not only with disabled
people but with everyone”. Acceptance and inclusion in wider society were more likely if younger disabled
people were more visible in their local communities, he said. “More participation is my advice.”
Matthieu Chatelin advised that children and young people with disabilities take advantage of as many of
the possibilities that were open to them as they could, including travel. Options such as petitioning the
European Parliament were also a good way to be heard, he suggested. “For a single person in the room
it might be intimidating or difficult to do. If people join together, then they are stronger.”
Ms Berge made the point that an effective way to have an impact and change the way people think about
inclusion is for disabled young people to tell their stories. She advised that they contact filmmakers
because they recognised film “as a really powerful tool to get to know the person behind the disabilities,”
and to raise awareness more generally.
Ovidiu Tuduruta covered a number of the issues on young people’s involvement and actions raised in
his response to questions. One of the things he and colleagues at EDF are hoping for he said is closer
working between the youth committee and EU institutions as well as with young people in all countries
and civil society. The UN CRPD should be a “bible” of what to fight for Ovidiu Tuduruta added commenting
additionally that the European Social Fund must also be better utilised to benefit young disabled people.
“Let’s convince at national level, authorities, public authorities, to prioritise the education and
employment. If we are together…our chances to succeed are many.” (Ovidiu Tuduruta)

PANEL TWO – ‘THE SITUATION OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH WITH
DISABILITIES IN EUROPE’
The members of this panel were: Elina Celmina: Latvian Ministry of Welfare & moderator; Nevena
Peneva: Equality and Citizens Rights Department, Fundamental Rights Agency; Tim Ghilain: European
Association of Service Providers for Persons with Disabilities (EASPD); Zara Todd: Chair of Inclusion
London & chair, ENIL Youth Network; Irina Papancheva: EU Policy and Advocacy Advisor, Lumos;
Margaret Tuite: European Commission Coordinator for the rights of the child, Directorate General for
Justice and Consumers; Dennis Hoogeveen: Secretary General, European Union of the Deaf Youth; Aida
Regel Poulsen & Sigurd Vedsted Drejer, student: European Federation of Hard of Hearing
Following on from the personal perspectives and inspiring first-hand insights of Panel One, the afternoon
included a series of interesting speakers and energetic discussions. After watching a short film made
by the charity Lumos featuring young Bulgarian self-advocates presenting their own ideas for how the
situation for young disabled people can be improved, moderator Elina Celmina addressed the conference
briefly. She told delegates of Latvia’s commitment to disability issues. Despite the fact that the country
had much to do to comply with UN CRPD, Ms Celmina said issues such as social service provision and
education were top priorities. She also stressed the central role of inclusive education across the EU in
determining the outcomes for children with disabilities.
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Major challenges to full independence and inclusion – moving forward:
The opening speaker of Panel Two, Ms Peneva from the Fundamental Rights Agency took as her focus
a significant piece of research that sheds light on the extent to which children and young people with
disabilities are disproportionately affected by violence and abuse. She spent time identifying some of
the main challenges, where gaps in child protection persist, and also made suggestions for how the
current situation could be improved. The research was wide-ranging and spanned all 28 Member States.
It incorporated interviews with stakeholders ranging from teachers to health professionals, parents and
people with disabilities. It did not include interviews with children and Ms Peneva called on others to
follow up the study.
“Respondents in the research noted that the risk of violence and the gravity relates to the child’s
particular characteristics and degree of impairment. They spoke of children with more severe
disabilities at higher risk.”
Among the main issues and challenges highlighted by the presentation were:
• Despite international conventions to protect them, children with disabilities still face discrimination,
stigmatisation and isolation.
• A crucial element for protection from violence and abuse is that professionals report where they
find it yet, “only 15 Member States” require it for all professions.
• Instruments used by states to protect children with disabilities work to varying degrees. Some
recognise that disabled young people and children are far more likely than non-disabled peers to
encounter abuse and violence, but they “lack prevention as a focus”.
• Even where policies and legal frameworks are in place, the research found that there is a lack of
guidelines and tools for implementation. An absence of cooperation between agencies and a dearth
of data that could be shared is a major obstacle to progress.
• Children with intellectual disabilities are often at greater risk and face more segregation.
• Disabled children are at higher risk of all kinds of abuse because they are viewed as “easy targets”
by perpetrators. This is partly because they tend to lack access to complaint mechanisms and are
often not believed by professionals when they speak up.
Ms Peneva stipulated a number of recommendations to tackle violence and abuse:
• The introduction of inclusive child protections systems is absolutely key to prevent children and
young people with disabilities “falling through the gaps”.
• Policy frameworks should be enhanced with a focus on disabled youngsters.
• Improved coordination between local and national frameworks and implementation.
• Member states “should ban” having children in institutions and, where there are residential settings,
there should be “strong and independent monitoring.”
• Improved data nationally and internationally is essential to strategies to combat violence.
“General policies should recognise the higher risk of violence for children with disabilities.”
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With three decades of experience at the Commission Ms Tuite brought her considerable expertise
and insight to the conference by speaking about measures that can aid in achieving the goal of full
inclusion. It was not acceptable, Ms Tuite said, that parents and young people themselves become
activists in order to attain what are their basic rights. The EU does much to protect children, including
those with disabilities, but more can be done she concluded.
Ms Tuite said:
“I hear so many times that parents and children have to become experts. They have to become activists
because rights are ignored and the gaps force them to fight for their rights.”
Reinforcing much of what Ms Peneva reported, Ms Tuite made a number of pertinent statements.
Among the main points were:
• Even the most basic national and international data on the number of children and young people
with disabilities was unavailable. Without wholly accurate figures it’s harder to assess and respond
to needs.
• Across the EU it is too often left to NGO’s to foster inclusion and full participation.
• Children must be directly involved in reviewing the services they use.
• Supporting families is vital and so too is ending institutionalisation.
• Where abuse or violence occurs, it should not be left only to the child to report it. Adults must report
it wherever they identify it. Safeguarding children is essential.
• Children with psychosocial and intellectual disabilities are over-represented in the justice system
and this needs to be addressed.
“In many countries we have histories of the abuse of children in institutions. Why in 2015 are we still
letting that happen?” (Margaret Tuite)
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Zara Todd has been an activist for the rights of disabled young people since she was just 11 years’ old
and the passion and commitment she brings to her work with many organisations such as Inclusion
London and the ENIL Youth Network were in evidence throughout her time addressing the conference.
Speaking personally and as a rights advocate Ms Todd opened by stating she wanted to talk about
accessibility in the widest possible sense. As someone with both a visible and an invisible disability
she urged that the full range of impairments is taken into account when attempts are made to remove
barriers to full inclusion.
Ms Todd said:
“Unfortunately, for children and young people living with disabilities, their experience is a mixture of
segregation, integration and inclusion. I use those words deliberately. As well as my own experience,
in the last year I have worked with 500 young people between seven and 30, from 15 countries. The
issues of segregation, integration and inclusion are issues across Europe.”
During her allocated time Ms Todd explained how her own experience of being “segregated” in education
at a young age created a barrier with non-disabled, mainstreamed young people. “I was told that
mainstream is scary. I was going to be bullied. All these awful things were going to happen to me. Equally
in mainstream, the mainstream services had been told that I was scary; that I was going to cause a lot of
problems; that I was difficult. Disability is made scary for both parties. That doesn’t really help for social
inclusion going further on.”
Using pictures as visual aids Ms Todd suggested that everyone take time to consider the differences
between “integration” and “inclusion”. The two are not the same she said. “Integration is when you say
you can come in, but we are not going to change that. That is too expensive. Inclusion is different.”
Ms Todd’s main points included:
• Full inclusion is not the same as integration. The latter is a compromise that incorporates some
adjustments but is not to be confused with complete inclusion.
• Inclusion “goes beyond disability”. It means “inclusive diversity”.
• Many young people with disabilities continue to feel isolated and “very alone”.
• Expectations matter to children and young people with disabilities yet, expectations of them are low.
“You are not expected to go into employment. You are not expected to do well in education, to have
a diverse job.”
• There are a lack of role models and support systems for young people. “If you don’t have role
models and support systems where are you supposed to get your courage from?”
• Young people with disabilities are “desperate to have a say” in their own lives and it is the
responsibility of service providers to seek out their views on everything that affects them.
• Saying something is accessible doesn’t make it so. For example, adapting public transport might
assist some people with specific disabilities, but not others. Also, what is defined as accessible
varies from one country to the next. “There are always surprises in being mobile across Europe. You
never know what you are going to get.”
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Ms Todd concluded:
“So, inclusion is what we are all working towards in Europe. It requires a change in approach and
it requires a change in attitude. That takes time. We need to expect inclusion and not settle for
integration. ‘Nothing about us without us’ is still not happening in many cases.”
Best Practice – why it matters and sharing experience:
When Dennis Hoogeveen’s parents learned when he was 13 month’s old that he couldn’t hear their
first reactions were “despair, shock”. The 27-year-old, who is secretary general of the European Union of
the Deaf Youth, told delegates of how his family adapted to his diagnosis by for example, learning sign
language and of how his early years in school were important to him building his communication skills
and forging life-long friendships with other hearing impaired children. Mr Hoogeveen also talked about
the importance of deaf culture and of growing up ‘bi-lingual’ with sign and Dutch. He said:
“I think this background has helped develop myself, has given me confidence. Without sign language I
think I would not have been giving a presentation here at the EU event.”
He also stressed the importance of inclusive education from the perspective of young deaf people
concluding: “For deaf children, inclusive education means a sign language environment. If the educational
system doesn’t change, inclusive education does not work.”
During his time speaking Mr Hoogeveen explained how taking part in youth camps organised by the union
over many years had a transformative impact on his life, such as learning about landmark conventions
such as the UN CRPD. “It inspired me and converted me into a European,” he said of his first ever camp
in Serbia when he was a teenager. He discussed the union and the vital role of youth coming together
in the camps.
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Mr Hoogeveen’s main points covered:
• The EUDY’s growth in scope to include a range of events for young deaf people in Europe, some of
which are under Erasmus+.
• Being part of the organisation has helped him and others to develop numerous skills including
leadership. “That made me realise that I could have an impact on deaf youngsters. And I could help
them realise what Europe is and means.”
• For some children it is their first opportunity to sign and communicate with their peers.
“The children that attend the youth camps now are the future leaders.”
When Tim Ghilain of the European Association of Service Providers addressed the conference he was
keen to explore how best practice in inclusive education could be shared with others. Mr Ghilain said that
in many instances an obstacle in the way of children and young people with disabilities in educational
settings was that teachers often did not have adequate training. “It is often the fear of not understanding
the disability or how to react to it that leads to exclusion or segregation,” he observed. With this in mind
he highlighted The Aldo Project for adults with learning disabilities, which had developed an observatory
to explore and identify best practices.
Among Mr Ghilain’s reflections were:
• Proper training for teachers and a legal framework for inclusive education are essential.
• Carefully selected teaching materials can make a real difference to quality and outcomes.
• Students feeling involved and actively participating in lessons is vital.
• One specific best practice identified is called ‘Investt’, a curriculum being used in some countries
with the principle of ‘universal design’.
Mr Ghilain said:
“There is that myth of the ‘average learner’. The important part of the universal design for learning
is the way you approach the design of your classroom or your assessment. It is to shift the mentality
from the teacher bringing the knowledge to the teacher thinking about how to empower the student
and engage the student in the classroom.”
The final speakers of the first day of the conference were Aida Regel Poulsen of the European Federation
of Hard of Hearing and a consultant at the Centre for Hearing Loss along with a young student she has
known since he was five year’s old, Sigurd Vedsted Drejer. Now 16, Sigurd told the conference about his
life at school, where he is the only deaf student in his class and also of how he, other pupils and teaching
staff were using a range of equipment including a “neck loop”. Sigurd told how non-deaf children were
able to use microphones in classrooms when speaking so students could communicate. Interacting with
other young people who are deaf outside school and through clubs has been to him important he said.
“One thing is for sure, my future is not limited.”
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Ms Poulsen picked up on points made by earlier speakers about the lack of data on how many children
and young people there are with disabilities in the EU and said the situation was similar for Denmark.
She also outlined some of the support available to deaf Danish children and where improvements were
being made.
Among Ms Poulsen’s main points were:
• Children with hearing loss in Denmark can be supported by individual guidance to the pupil, parents,
pedagogical staff, teachers and others. For example, on good acoustics, pedagogical methods and
use of Assisted Living Systems (ALS) systems.
• There have been improvements in strategies to support “audiologically treated pupils”.
• Denmark has a mixture of local and “special” schools with a variety of provision.

OPEN DEBATE 2
Comments from the floor and panel responses:
Following the afternoon panel three broad themes emerged within the questions and comments.
These encompassed tackling violence against children and young people with disabilities as well as the
achieving full inclusion in education and beyond.
Bullying and violence: A number of attendees raised this serious issue. One of the first comments came
from Pietro Cirrincione who was representing Autism Europe. He mentioned that reports in addition to
those already mentioned by panellists, revealed high levels of violence against disabled young people.
As someone who was bullied as a child Mr Cirrincione said much more needs to be done to protect
children. Strategies to raise awareness of the problem were crucial he said adding that these should
seek the involvement of teachers and parents. Children also needed the “tools” to recognise abuse when
it happens. “We need to take a more active approach to resolve this problem. We need to actively involve
children. Many children with disabilities aren’t aware of the violence that they are suffering. They don’t
understand it is not fair this happens to them.”
Markku Jokinen, President of the European Union of the Deaf, (EUD) observed that the issue of how
children communicate that abuse has taken place needs to be better understood. “So, for example, if
we talk about deaf children, they communicate in a very visual way. So, for people who are unaware as
to the nuances of deaf culture may miss some of the signs of possible abuse.” He also reminded the
panel that language comes in different levels - individual level and group level. Linguistic culture can
only improve and expand through the group level not through each individuals. Some audience members
including a delegate from Andalusia in Spain wanted to highlight the fact that violence and abuse affects
different groups to varying degrees commenting that account needed to be taken of, for example the
intersection with gender.
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Inclusion, full participation & discrimination: An assortment of points was made by participants
regarding inclusion. Mr Gonzalo Rivas Rubiales, the General Director for people with disabilities, Regional
Ministry of Equality and Social Policies, Junta de Andalucía, spoke of the importance of multi-agency
working on behalf of children and of early interventions in education, health and social services. “We
have to understand the fact that the main point about a person with disabilities is not their disability. It
is ensuring that they have a safe setting to develop.” He stressed that the “message” that young people
with disabilities should not have to adapt to their surroundings “but the other way around”.
Ms Elisa García de Ceca, Representative of Spina Bifida Youth Group, wanted to know what Ms Todd felt
young activists could do to enhance accessibility in their towns and cities and promote full inclusion. Jose
Smits of Inclusion Europe suggested that if people with disabilities were to stop being treated as special
or different from other citizens then that would mean challenging assumptions that they are regarded as
problematic or expensive for society. Markku Jokinen praised Zara that the working concept of Inclusion
is more important than integration and mainstreaming. Inclusion leads to full participation of the society
as enshrined in the articles of the UNCRPD.
Inclusive education and opportunity: A few delegates were keen to probe the issue of how the ideal
of inclusive education could be achieved for children and young people with any kind of disability. A
representative from the Greek Ministry of Labour, Dimitris Nikolsky, proposed that all countries shape
their approach from the premise that inclusive education is good for all children and for society. He asked
panellists which policies they felt should be implemented to increase opportunities for younger people
with disabilities within education systems.
Markku Jokinen remarked that it was important for accessibility, reasonable accommodations and
universal design to be understood at a “practical, pragmatic level”. ‘’For the deaf community, accessibility
means language culture. For other disability groups, accessibility will take a different meaning’’. Luk
Zelderloo from EASPD directed a question at Ms Tuite asking what impact the new EAA might have on
inclusive education and other issues raised during the course of the day. Another delegate underlined
the fact that inclusive education was not a one-size-fits-all approach and that categorising disabled
young people as “special’ was “putting them in a corner” and not the correct approach to achieve a fully
inclusive society.
Responses from the panel on bullying and violence included:
Ms Peneva was the first panellist to respond to comments and questions on this issue. It was important
she said for children with disabilities to be empowered to understand and recognise that violence and
bullying is neither normal nor acceptable. There are examples of initiatives that FRA had “mapped” that
were proving effective at challenging complacency, she said. “There is a long way to go. Inclusion should
start in the Kindergarten, at home of all of us.” The research showed that there was a lack of protocols
and guidelines for recognising abuse she added.
Ms Tuite commented that within the EU, the Commission had helped fund anti-bullying projects in a
number of countries including “cyber-bullying”. However, she asserted: “The project based approach isn’t
really the best. It is really important that all schools have a very visible and well communicated antibullying policy.”
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Responses from the panel on inclusion, full participation & discrimination included:
Language and terminology are very important in discussions about inclusion according to Ms Todd.
She told delegates: “We are not looking for ‘normal’. Normal doesn’t exist. Normal is something that is
used to terrorise disabled people. What we want is inclusion and ‘ordinary’, not normal. Ms Todd said
greater choice and control for young people with disabilities in education and beyond was essential if a
more positive future was to be achieved. This was “a fundamental principle of independent living.” She
reiterated that she believed the concept of “special” to be problematic. “When we talk about inclusion,
that means acknowledging everybody has needs. If you acknowledge everybody has needs, no needs are
special. You are catering to all needs.”
Regarding how young disabled people might help shape a more accessible, inclusive environment Ms
Todd advised them to mobilise and to take action, however small. “Be visible. Be out there. Be proud.”
Many barriers to younger people with disabilities are interlinked Mr Gilhain suggested. In response to
discussions on inclusion he said problems were often driven by people’s fears of what they do not
understand and that this is something made worse by a lack of real inclusion for younger disabled people
within communities. “For me, the rejection and segregation comes from the fear of unknown.” Ms Peneva
added that “multiple discrimination” was an important issue to be addressed.
Responses from the panel on Inclusive education and opportunity included:
Achieving the aims of inclusive education, Ms Peneva remarked, needed to be tackled “from a lot of
angles” and that would mean more work on setting common standards for “design for all and accessibility.”
Mr Gilhain said he felt that, “the rejection and segregation comes from the fear of unknown.” It was
vital to understand that if children are separated early on “it can be stressful” when they are finally
in a mainstream environment, Ms Papancheva commented. It was important for everyone she said
that young people and children with disabilities were visible in, and a part of their communities. How
otherwise would wider society come to “accept and to know about human rights?” she inquired.
From a personal point of view Mr Hoogeveen highlighted the importance for people who are deaf or
hearing impaired to have this recognised as “a cultural linguistic minority”. Schools can prepare young
people to be “strong, confident” adults, he said. Ms Todd responded that she was “disturbed by the
idea” that being in segregated educational settings prepares disabled young people for a mainstream
environment.
“If you are inclusive, it would mean you wouldn’t need to be prepared for the mainstream environment.
It is the environment you would be in anyway.” Before the open debate and day one of the conference
ended Ms Regel Poulsen said: “I can’t help thinking that there is a need, still, for special schools for
children with hearing loss. I see some children in local schools who simply suffer from bad acoustics.”
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DAY TWO
Day two of the conference proved to be as stimulating and thought provoking as day one. Opening the
proceedings and introducing the final conference panel, the moderator, Donata Vivanti emphasised
the need for young people’s voices to be heard, and for their input to be sought as part of any effort
to remove barriers to inclusive education and independent living as they grew up. Children and young
people must “be able to have their say and the opportunity to communicate their goals and ideas and
their future adult lives,” Ms Vivanti said.
Ms Vivanti’s opening comments were echoed by Commissioner Marianne Thyssen during the morning
at the beginning of the Access City Award 20161 ceremony. She spoke of the central importance of
accessibility in nurturing genuine inclusion and long term opportunities for younger people with disabilities.
Commissioner Thyssen told delegates to remember the economic case for social inclusion stressing that
when people are excluded from their society it is “harmful to growth”. She highlighted also that inclusion
is a “fundamental right of every person.” Every stage of a person’s life is important the Commissioner
remarked making this year’s conference all the more pivotal for focusing on children and young people.
Commissioner Thyssen re-stated the Commission’s commitment to improving opportunities for young
people in education, society and the economy.
Commissioner Thyssen said:
“Inclusive education is indeed key to setting off on an equal footing. Education and skills are an elevator
to prosperity and the best propeller for equal participation in economy.”

PANEL THREE – FROM INCLUSIVE EDUCATION TO INTEGREATION IN SOCIETY AND
THE ECONOMY
The members of this panel were: Donata Vivanti: Vice President, European Disability Forum &
moderator; Maria Kyiazopoulou: Project Manager, European Agency for Special Needs and Inclusive
Education (EASNIE); Pat Clarke: Down Syndrome Ireland; Karina Chupina: Deaf rights activist and PHD
researcher on inclusion of people with disabilities; Jana Hainsworth: Secretary General of Eurochild;
Adoracion Juarez Sanchez: Director of School Tres Olivos, Madrid; Sanja Tarczay: President of The
European DeafBlind Union

1 http://ec.europa.eu/avservices/video/player.cfm?sitelang=en&ref=I113290
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=89&newsId=2237
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The role of inclusive education – making it work:
Following on from diverse discussions during day one Mary Kyriazopoulou offered a broad perspective
on the subject of inclusive education on behalf of EASNIE. As a permanent network of representatives
from education ministries across the EU she described the work and aims of the agency and spoke on
the merits of seeking quality outcomes.
Among Ms Kyriazopoulou’s observations were:
• Clarification of what inclusive education involves is necessary because of differing definitions and
practices within and between countries.
• Promoting inclusive education requires first of all respecting “learner difference” and diversity
throughout all tiers of education plus a clear focus on improving life chances.
• “Thematic” educational programmes, many of which are organised by EASNIE, can make a positive
difference. Organising events in conjunction with disabled and non-disabled students across Europe
where young people present their own ideas and suggestions means their participation in shaping
inclusive strategies is possible.
• Research by EASNIE shows progress is being made but that more can be done. Building capacity in
schools and cooperation between agencies and families is vital.
• Many challenges remain including that secondary education often falls behind primary when
promoting inclusion. Improving teacher training is essential for better outcomes, and so too is strong
leadership within schools and the wider education sector.
Continuing on from Ms Kyriazopoulou’s overview, Adoracion Juarez Sanchez began by telling the
conference that the EAA was extremely significant and would “change the panorama of what we do”.
Ms Juarez Sanchez covered a wide range of issues related to inclusive education in her talk putting
it to participants that the inclusive school sector has many questions to answer. For example, how to
accurately identify students’ needs and to what degree inclusive schools can help “change society as
a whole?” She provided examples of the work carried out at Tres Olivos School in Madrid, where she is
director. Eliminating physical and social barriers for all students, whatever their disability, is key to any
inclusive setting she explained.
For example, at Tres Olivos where hearing impairments are the most common disability, from the
beginning design has been crucial to ensuring an acoustically appropriate environment. Equipping the
building with ramps and other adaptations for physical disabilities was equally important, Ms Juarez
Sanchez said, adding that technology is employed wherever possible to boost participation and inclusion
spanning numerous disabilities. Another tool for promoting inclusion in wider society is fostering social
skills within the school she concluded. “Awareness raising through the community” helps create useful
links with families and agencies.
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Ms Juarez Sanchez said:
“Intellectual pessimism always means we identify individual differences as barriers and limitations.
Education should always mean that we become determined optimists.”
When she stood up to give her presentation Sanja Tarczay had a question for the delegates. “Maybe you
are wondering, how come I am giving a lecture on the topics of deafblind children, since I’m quite old,
right?” The reason, she explained was: “Because I am the first one actually in Croatia to have been using
[an] educational interpreter.”
Ms Tarczay employed both her personal experience as a deafblind person and her work as president of
the European DeafBlind Union to talk about the transformative impact inclusive education can have on
young people.
The theme of how best to provide an inclusive educational environment for children who are deafblind,
was central to Ms Tarczay’s presentation.
Included in the points she made were:
• As a double sensory disability, deafblindness “is not as recognised as it should be”.
• Many deafblind children in Europe are not in educational settings that meet their needs and this
denies them equality and the chance of inclusion. Without access to inclusive education many
deafblind young people end up isolated and excluded.
• A key positive contributor to full participation for deafblind children is the use of educational
interpreters who can help facilitate communication.
Ms Tarczay commented:
“What happens when deafblind children don’t have access to schools? Of course, they are not equal. My
message would be to try to work on good educational programs and give us the support that we need.”
Non-formal education was a theme both Pat Clarke of Down Syndrome Ireland and Council of Europe
expert Karina Chupina raised during the final panel. Mr Clarke talked about having seen the benefits of
non-formal education within his own family. He attributed the fact that his son, who has Down Syndrome,
“holds down two jobs and is living an independent life” in large part to non-formal learning. With many
young disabled people excluded from higher education, Mr Clarke commented that often it is left to nonformal experiences to plug the gap, for example internships that lead to work.
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Ms Chupina agreed pointing out that many children with disabilities and other excluded young people
benefit from non-formal settings such as those run by youth organisations and, for example, as part
of the European Union Youth in Action projects. Non-formal education can help towards inclusion and
participation for young people denied adequate formal education she pointed out. “It is flexible, it has
a variety of methods, it is based on participants’ needs,” Ms Chupina asserted. For young people with
disabilities, non-formal learning “is often more inclusive than formal higher education,” she said adding
that it can help to build skills and knowledge but also the “necessary attitude” to participate in advocacy
and rights work.
“I am a product of non formal education myself. Sometimes it is the only way to educate yourself when
you don’t have access to formal education.”
Looking to the future – ensuring an inclusive future for all young people with disabilities:
A recurring theme during the conference was how to guarantee a fully inclusive future for children and
young people with disabilities however in the final panel there were some particularly impassioned
reflections on the issue. After mentioning the vast improvements in inclusive education in his native
Ireland as well as various efforts by the Commission and the EU to promote inclusion more generally Mr
Clarke asked a key question: “Is this enough?” His conclusion was “unfortunately not.”
Mr Clarke’s points and observations were extensive. They included:
• Disabled young people leave education and training earlier than non-disabled peers.
• Participation rates in third level education are especially low.
• Evidence shows that young people with disabilities encounter discrimination that hinders their
“participation, self-determination and inclusion”.
• Equal access to health, culture, leisure, sports and social activities should be a given.
• The economic crisis had a disproportionate impact on people with disabilities, including young
people, creating additional difficulties finding and remaining in employment.
• Accessibility is critical to full inclusion and the denial of reasonable accommodation “is an act of
discrimination” that should be challenged.
Mr Clarke made a number of suggestions for improving opportunities including that the EU can “commit
to the fulfilment” of obligations enshrined in the UN conventions. He also stated that where policy
decisions are made that affect young people with disabilities they should be directly involved in the
process. In addition, he recommended developing strong cross-border cooperation within the EU to
promote professional and vocational opportunities for young people.
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Mr Clarke said:
“It is very important to mainstream the perspective of young persons with disabilities in all initiatives.”
Further aspects of attaining full inclusion for all young people were addressed by Ms Chupina and by
Jana Hainsworth, secretary general of Eurochild. Explaining to delegates that she was speaking both as
a deaf disability activist and as a trainer Ms Chupina concentrated on youth empowerment. In particular
she highlighted the dangers of youth participation being mere ‘tokenism’. “You may sit at the panel in
the conference,” she said, “but your opinion is not included in the final recommendations. Unfortunately
that happens often with young people today. No wonder young people may be sceptical about youth
participation.”
“Meaningful participation,” where young people can influence the outcomes of policies and practices in
educational settings, within NGO’s and other policy-making bodies is the way forward, Ms Chupina stressed.
Motivating young people is key, as is skills development and building capacity within organisations, she
said. Major challenges to full youth participation included “presumptions” about the capabilities of young
people with disabilities plus a lack of understanding of disability within many mainstream organisations.
Offering tips for improvements Ms Chupina said it was essential to nurture skills, self-advocacy and
self-esteem. In addition, having young people in leadership positions is crucial while “evidence-based”
policymaking should be a top priority.
Ms Chupina said:
“Learn the needs of youth with disabilities. Please ask them. Don’t assume for them.”
Ms Hainsworth reinforced much of what the other panellists had been emphasising throughout the
two days of the conference about creating a future with equal opportunities that placed children and
young people with disabilities at the forefront of these actions should have precedence. She pointed
out that Eurochild “exists to promote and protect the rights of children” and reminded delegates of the
importance of those with disabilities being able to “grow and live and be cared for” in a family-based,
non-institutionalised environment.
Eurochild was working assiduously to continue its efforts at harnessing civil society organisations and
others to work closer and promote full inclusion “from early childhood up,” across Europe she added.
The European 2020 Strategy presented a positive framework for improving the lives of children with
disabilities as they grew towards adulthood according to Ms Hainsworth. There was also “enormous
opportunity” to direct EU Structural Funds more effectively to bolster community-based alternatives for
support. Going into the future, inclusion needed to be thought about “in the broadest possible sense,”
where everyone can “find their place” she concluded.
Ms Hainsworth said:
“Empowerment and engagement and listening to the voices and views and experiences of children and
young people themselves, is absolutely critical to ensuring sustainable change in our society.”
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OPEN DEBATE 3
Comments from the floor and panel responses:
Following the varied final panel of speakers and the wide scope of their presentations there were a
number of comments and questions from the floor. Two broad themes emerged during the short
discussion prior to the closing of the conference.
Accessing the right support: One of the first participants to speak was Margaret Follon, the Vice Chair of
a non-profit, Housing Options Scotland. She commented that housing was vitally important to removing
barriers and fostering inclusion yet was often a neglected area. She enquired as to what panellists’
experience was of accessible housing in each of their countries. A representative from the French Council
for Disabled People asked for panellists’ insights on national frameworks or “guiding principles” for
projects and initiatives aimed at advancing inclusion for younger disabled people. Sometimes it was left
to individual organisations to drive change rather than the state the delegate said.
Another participant, this time from the European Union of Deaf Youth addressed the panel on an issue
he believed needed more attention. Namely, how youth organisations could better “obtain funding for
empowerment building”. It should be made much easier to apply for funding and support he said, for
example, making sign interpreters available when needed.
The role of education: Some final comments and questions came regarding education and participation.
One delegate from Croatia, a representative of a muscular dystrophy organisation, asked if it was
possible to get formal recognition, for example a certificate, for informal learning. Markku Jokinen from
the European Union of the Deaf asked Ms Juarez Sanchez how teaching methods in her school as well as
the curriculum were used to apply articles from UN CRPD regarding “promoting the identity of members
of the deaf community”.
Responses from the panel on accessing the right support included:
On the issue of accessible housing and appropriate accommodations Mr Clarke commented that while
there were examples of progress, often led by families and housing associations, the fight for better,
accessible housing was ongoing. Speaking about Ireland he said a major problem was that government
funding was slashed after the financial crisis and accessibility was not a priority on the government’s
agenda. Ms Vivanti expanded on the issue commenting that from her experience in Italy, it was often
left to families to fully support their adult disabled sons and daughters, especially those with severe
impairments. More must be done regarding empowerment and independent living, she observed.
On the issue of provision of sign interpreters Ms Tarczay explained how in the law in Croatia “gives the
right” for deafblind people to use a sign interpreter. Government funding is also available with “different
levels of education having different funding.”
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Responses from the panel on the role of education included:
Ms Chupina responded to the question about possible recognition for non-formal education saying what
was unique, compared to formal educational settings, was that it is a program “based on participants
needs and objectives”. A discussion was underway she said about how non-formal learning might be more
widely and constructively recognised. The issue of how non-formal learning contributed to inclusion, for
example through enhancing employment, was an important one she added. “It is difficult sometimes to
measure so-called ‘soft skills’ through non-formal education. That is the question.” In addition, she said
some countries were closer than others in Europe to recognising and promoting the value of non-formal
education.
In response to the questions regarding deaf identity and national programmes to support young people’s
inclusion Ms Juarez Sanchez said that at Tres Olivos many families with children at the school chose it
because it was inclusive and “the identity of deafness is present.” Mr Clarke added that despite some
gaps, there are national educational programmes in Ireland for all children but that often it was families
and organisations like his that had to “keep pushing at all levels” to ensure equality of access and
opportunity.

CLOSING REMARKS
By: Inmaculada Placencia Porrero, Deputy Head of Unit, DG Employment Social Affairs and Equal
Opportunities; Helga Stevens, member of the European Parliament, European Conservatives and
Reformists Group & Gunta Anca, vice president, European Disability Forum.
Following this precedent-setting conference, closing statements were delivered by Ima Placencia Porrero,
Helga Stevens and Gunta Anca. Reflecting the enthusiasm and engagement evident throughout the two
days Ms Placencia Porrero summed up the proceedings as “remarkable”.
Commenting on the active participation of so many children and young people with disabilities at the
event she congratulated everyone for their contributions, for sharing their stories and experiences, and
for having the courage to speak out. A key aspect as was the input of families, Ms Placencia Porrero
remarked, many of whom had to support their children to overcome barriers to inclusion in education
and elsewhere, she said.
Ms Placencia Porrero presented a short summary of the array of issues discussed including the
impact of violence and discrimination on young people with disabilities, “the devastating impact” of
institutionalisation, and the vital role of inclusive education. She also talked of how technology can be
harnessed to increase accessibility and inclusion. Ms Placencia Porrero spoke too of the importance of
building upon efforts and initiatives providing personalised support to ensure that children with disabilities
reach their full potential. She also drew attention to the many diverse examples of best practice featured
throughout the conference.
Ms Placencia Porrero said:
“The conference this time has created conditions to listen to what it is like growing up with a disability.
It has been really appreciated by all.”
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MEP Helga Stevens began by concentrating on the significance of the EAA. “I think we know it is not simply
a piece of paper, or words in black and white. It represents a lot more than that,” she told delegates. Ms
Stevens addressed the importance of all EU institutions collaborating to make sure that, after discussions
and consultation, the Act would “change people’s lives” and she also called on conference participants to
support the ongoing legislative work. The ratification of the UN CRPD was a beginning she said but the
task ahead was to “ensure its active implementation.”
Ms Stevens also took time to welcome the robust dialogue during the conference on inclusive education
and with regards to children and young people’s rights in educational settings. “Let’s not forget, different
disabilities may have a different understanding of what inclusive education can mean,” she commented.
“It is positive there is an arena where this can be debated and discussed. I think we are all aware that
without proper education people will be left behind.”
On behalf of EDF, Ms Gunta Anca was the final person to address the conference. Her focus was on
those challenges that needed to be met if genuine inclusion and full participation for young people with
disabilities was to become a reality any time soon. “We still have a lot of children with disabilities in
special schools. We still have children with disabilities who don’t have any possibility to get education
at all.” Ms Anca reiterated that the “tools” and various legal instruments were in place to bring about
positive change. “We can use all of them to make our lives better,” she told delegates.
It was essential that awareness raising and campaigning was a priority she suggested, including around
accessibility. Also critical was highlighting, as Commissioner Thyssen had, that social exclusion harms
everyone including disabled people. In conclusion, Ms Anca commended the conference for the subjects
it covered and the conversation and ideas it generated saying it represented “a step from integration to
inclusion.”
Bringing the event to an end Ms Anca concluded:
“Inclusion means organisations of people with disabilities, of young people and children, [coming]
together with the European Institutions to do things together. And together is the most important word
we can get from this conference.”
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EXHIBITORS
The LUDI project on Play for Children with Disabilities
The COST (European Co-operation in Science and Technology) Action LUDI focusing on “Play for Children
with Disabilities” was invited to take part in the 2015 European Day of Persons with Disabilities Conference.
The COST Action, currently including participants from 28 European countries, highlights the importance
of play – for any other child – in the life of children with disabilities. LUDI was developed within a totally
inclusive framework and its claim for play as a universal right is intended also to shift attention towards
health, well-being and social participation.
Conference participants had the opportunity to get acquainted with LUDI activities and results by meeting
project participants, which set up an area outside the conference hall. The explanation of the activities
was supported by a range of materials: a selection of toys available from the mainstream market, which
were chosen for their characteristics of accessibility and accompanied by information sheets; robot toys
developed within research projects in which LUDI participants are involved; scientific posters describing
the activities and the results obtained until now by the four LUDI working groups.
The exhibition attracted considerable interest from conference participants, who wanted to deepen their
knowledge of play for children with disabilities with, of course, children among the most enthusiastic
visitors.
Muriel Orange
Muriel Orange was hired on the occasion of the European Day of Persons with Disabilities Conference as
an animator for children and teenagers present at the event. She is trained in arts, graphotherapy and
painting and has extensive experience working with children and with children with disabilities.
To entertain the children during the breaks of the conference as well as throughout the programme if
necessary, Muriel prepared a series of activities, including drawings, paintings and the production of
personalised badges. She worked in a customised colourful area with balloons and a roll-up. Muriel
welcomed several participants and contributed to the smooth running and success of the conference.
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